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Small parts, like this Hummel Bird belly cowl, are so complex that they need every tool In the shop! (Riekert Aviation, Texas)



SHEET METAL HAS BEEN used for millennia to make gold funeral masks, copper artworks and vessels, and steel armor. However, because local smiths hand-hammered the entire supply of it, the application of sheet metal stock was limited. When the water wheel started turning grinding mills, some smart fellow developed the trip hammer for working metal and the lathe for turning wood and metal. From these conveniences came "round" parts, which were then used to make even rounder parts, like metal bushings and bearings. Once bearings and



The Wheel A sheet metal shaping machine KENT WHITE



to tell about his years at RollsRoyce and wheeling polished



Royal Air Force aircraft panels during World War II.



Designs & Capacities Many of the full-size English machines, such as Edwards, Brown and Boggs, etc., had cast-iron frames on the full-size models (48-inch throat) and a 4-inch flame-cut steel plate in the smaller (28-inch throat) models. Early models of the large cast-iron English wheels had Babbitt bearings in them, and when set with



high pressures, they could be a little difficult to push and pull! These heavy cast-iron frames are nice for hard and/or thick



shafts were reliable, the machineproduced sheet metal held rough materials, such as .090-inch 2024 thickness tolerances, and a subT3 aluminum. Over the years, stantial trade was gradually born. frames of flame-cut weldments A few hundred years ago a were offered for those who jewelry smith in central Europe These men are using a lightweight 48-inch needed suitable stiffness, as even wheel to form a heavyweight part, the .090(perhaps Silesia) supposedly took cast iron is somewhat flexible. the idea of the small rolling mill inch 2024 T3 aluminum cargo door skin for a These machines employ frame i used for making wire and created Boeing 747. designs similar to the large riveta small frame with two rollers on it for planishing sheet metal. The de- and auto panels in the 20th century, ers, punch presses, and nibbling mavice spread across Europe, and ulti- it was never as popular as it was in chines. Recently, however, the resurgence mately found its largest audience in England, which is why some people England, where it is called the "wheel- call it the "English" wheel. My own of short-run parts for the auto and teacher, an Irishman named Harry aircraft markets have brought in a ing machine" or just the "wheel." Though used in Germany, Italy, Morrow, laughingly called his an whole crop of lightweight steel tubeand America to create some aircraft "Irish" wheel, and he had lots of stories frame machines. They are reasonably 98
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priced and available as plans or as a kit, and they are effective on thinner or softer materials, such as .050-inch 3003 HI4. One odd variation on the wheel is the "roll-a-ball" machine used to form panels into a depression or cavity. The device operates like a pendulum, with a pivot on the ceiling suspending a long (8- to 15-foot) arm with a large roller (18 inch) on the end, which is held in a forked trunnion. The worker grasps a handle affixed above the ball that alternately pushes and pulls the roller over the panel. Pressure is increased periodically by lengthening the threaded adjuster in the arm. Parts up to 5 feet across have been made this way, but the machine seems to be limited to spherical shapes. Yacht builders are even using wheeling machines with frames made of massive welded steel Ibeams (24 by 18 by 2 inches) in order to form 1/2- to 1-inch thicknesses of steel and aluminum plate. Of course, the pressures necessary to form such parts necessitate enormous force to shove them back and forth through the machine, so they use motorized chain-driven trolleys to move the large plates. One creative fellow in the Northwest chose remnants of a farm tractor, having the advantage of multiple transmission speeds—including reverse—for the task, for this purpose!



Function & Applications The operation of the wheel is analogous to a "silent continuous hammer." To apply pressure from the lower part of the frame, you turn a hand-wheel or kick-wheel that turns a threaded jackscrew that thrusts against a bearing-mounted roller. This "lower roll" in turn presses the sheet metal against the upper wheel that is mounted with a bearing to the upper part of the frame. With compression applied to the sheet metal between the rolling parts, you move the sheet back and forth, and the subsequent rolling makes tracks on the metal, raising it by stretching.
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Craft & Technique



A homemade 24-inch wheel of "muffler-moly" exhaust tubing, using a caster and skateboard wheel. It's a very flexible frame, but It will do .032-inch 3003 H14 aluminum.



By applying different pressures and tracking patterns, parts of many



differing contours may be raised and



fit entirely on the wheel or simply planished after being roughed on either the bag or the air hammer. The



wheel requires no electric or pneumatic power, so when the California blackouts roll through our neighborhood, we simply fire up the Coleman lantern and start wheeling sheet metal parts. Because you set the pressure man-



A real American 6-inch wheel, circa 1922. Ford Motor Company made some of these and sold them in sets of 6-, 9-, and 12-inch sizes for smoothing auto body work. Some



designs had a flat-faced shoe In the upper position instead of a roll.



This 31-inch wheel is a flame-cut weldment of 3/8-Inch steel plate, and it is just one of many designs offered these days in plan form.



do, and I can also say there are times when I wish I had anything else! There is an old story out of the



36-inch throats, and then they made the parts rapidly for years thereafter. Another story concerns an ideal



ually and because the sheet metal changes thickness during the wheeling process (remember from prior articles, stretching equals a larger but t h i n n e r panel), the pressure



top skin: 8 feet long by 35 inches wide, made of .032-inch 2024 T3 aluminum, in polished condition. The c r a f t s m a n on the job w e n t l o o k i n g for t h e " r i g h t " way to



"loosens" as the metal stretches and



must then be reset at some point. If you must go back and rework a section to get a better fit, you should re-



set the pressure correctly for that



area. If you miss setting the pressure correctly, you can waste time by working the metal insufficiently with slack pressure or by overworking the metal and marking it from excessive pressure. The wheel is therefore a "thickness-based" device, like the Pullmax-type machine. People often wonder how the wheel is best used or if it is "better" than an air hammer, power hammer, or Pullmax-type machine. I dare say that there are times when nothing else will 100
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(though difficult) application for the wheel: A damaged Spartan Executive needed a fresh fuselage



make it and asked several differ-



Here craftsmen use the heavyweight 52-inch wheel to make a lightweight part, the .050-inch 2024 "0" condition fuselage belly skin for a Twin Commander.



Grumman plant in New York during World War II. It seems they had a lot of small and very thin (.025 inch) panels to form. And the big Yoder and Pettingell power hammers were way overkill, and the wheels were too slow. They did a little research in the tool industry and ordered a bunch of air planishing hammers with 18- and



ent sources for information. One resource replied that the fac-



tory originally made them on the power hammer. (Research has shown they were pressed with dies.) A skilled power hammer guy said, "too thin and floppy," and a third, who used both the wheel and power hammer, unexpectedly said, "Heck, that thing looks very hard.... I'd hire you!" The craftsman ended up making the panel on the wheel because it was so big and floppy; if it was held right and figured right, it would turn out right. The ideal applications are for planishing (smoothing by light pres-
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Aircraft Aluminum Gas Welding System



-



Rated as the finest system ever available—Video, Booklet, Torch, Special Eyewear, Flux and Methods. Items sold seperately or as a kit. ($285)



sures), shaping low crowns, and shaping large and/or thin panels. Or for doing polished work. Ultimately, it is the particular "bent" of the craftsman as to which forming method suits his way of understanding. The wheel does require organization, patience, and deductive reasoning, i.e., go slowly and observe carefully. The wheel's limitations are that it is slow to shape panels with lots of crown, and therefore some assistance may be needed by other methods of generating shape, such as in the s h r i n k i n g or heavy stretching departments. The wheel will shrink, as I have demonstrated to students many times, but this is limited to soft metals. It will shape small or intricate panels, but only those panels having crowns or r a d i i larger t h a n what the lower roll has. Otherwise, the panel winds so tightly around the roll that the worker cannot move it. This concludes the first article in the series on the wheel. Next month we'll cover adjustments, settings, accuracy, and methods for use. The previous series on fairings has been compiled into a video for better views and more detailed instruction of the process. Keep practicing and watch carefully! «& EAA Technical Counselor Kent White achieved master technician's status in 1976 at Harrah's Auto Collection, where he restored metal components for aircraft and autos. He started his own metal restoration company in 1977 and now teaches, writes, and develops tools for metalworking while he still pounds out parts. He encourages any welder or metalworker, man or woman, to contact him in regard to preserving the traditions of aircraft metalworking. To contact him, call 530/292-3506, e-mail kentda'tinmantech.com, or send snail mail to 17167 Salmon Mine Road, Nevada City, CA 95959. Sport Aviation
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4130 Chromemoly Airframe Construction Video



4+ hours. Shows you how to build complete from plans. Table-jig construction, bending, fishmouthing, welding and stress relief. See rudder pedals and rudder built from scratch. 11 most-asked questions at Oshkosh welding workshops. 2-tape set $85



New! Vintage Film Series: 1) Factory Construction of the Piper Cub:$20 2) Repairing Structural Tubing: $20 3) Repairs to the P38: $20 ig-g
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For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org



This big panel lsnTTOs"elage Wfrskin for Spartan Executive, and it is coming right on down to the buck, after more than of working It. It is 0.032-insMfl64 T3,.and ' It Is being worked to abolished condltl



THE WHEEL LOOKS so



The Wheel, Part 2



tungsten or "tungsten doggoned simple—it spit" from an overmust be easy to use! heated electrode, beHow often have people cause even hardened Making your settings, adjustments, and contact come to me with their tooling is never hard wheeling problems enough for this. KENT WHITE and t h e n , with great Stainless rolls may discouragement, rehelp avoid corrosion lated tales of woe that in d a m p s a l t y c l i were fundamental. I must say the withdrawing the panel under pres- mates, but the hardness will not be danged thing is deceptively simple. sure and when the roll (the lower sufficient for much other than soft roller) spanks the wheel. metals. Remember that if the toolSettings & Adjustments ing's surface is compromised, then all parts made from then on will When I first bring a job to a wheelbe also, unless the tooling is sent ing machine I check for a number out for regrinding or turning. of conditions and a d j u s t m e n t s . Last, I check the bearing in and First, are the bearings in the upper the surface finish of the lower roll, wheel nice and tight and free to roll and then I establish a gap of a few smoothly? Many times over the thousandths between the upper years I've found the bearings to be and lower rollers and spin the uptrashed to the point oi suggesting per while watching the gap for any that the machine had been used to r u n - o u t . Then I spin check the crush rocks. If the bearings are old lower roll. Run-out of 0.010 inch or rumbly, replace them. Oiling or will make repeating lumps in the greasing will not smooth them out. panel. Ideally there should be no Rumbles will translate into the surrun-out. Making the axles with cenface of your work, leaving marks ters allows for precision grinding of that resemble in no small way the both the wheel and the rolls on the surface of a washboard road. bearings, making them run true. Next I check the surface of the upper wheel for dings, scores, pits, Wheeling h a r d stainless steel or gouges. If the wheel is unhard- can gouge or score u n h a r d e n e d Contact Area Using a piece of scrap material ened, then it will be susceptible to tooling, as can wheeling butt welds surface d e t e r i o r a t i o n f r o m grit on mild steel. The worst offense identical to what needs work, I enblowing around or adhering to the comes from wheeling TIG welds gage it with a guess at a starting panel. And it may get dinged when t h a t hide e i t h e r a snapped-off pressure. I make a few 30-inch passes



Think of making a shape with the wheel as layering a number of passes with heavy paint or fiberglass resin to make a solid blister shape.
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Gapping the rollers allows for a run-out check. The black marks on the upper roller are picked off the panel by the extreme pressure of the wheel. At nearly two tons, everything, no matter how tiny, leaves marks in the panel. Dandruff, eyelashes, and even the oxide layer will lift off and bunch up.



and withdraw the panel, looking for trueness of the tracking contact area. If the run-out is noticeable, it will



show up now as alternating heavy and light spots in the track. If the spots repeat every 12 inches or so, then it is the lower roll causing the problem, and if they show every 30 inches or so, then it is the upper. If



The horizontal tracking patterns show two 1-inch wide paths from a #2 roll, staggered for a 50-percent overlap. Four vertical tracks show heavy shoulder contact on one side. Remedy: Shim the axle 0.016-inch for that pressure.



the track is heavy on one side, then the axle must be shimmed in the saddle to bring the contact even all the way across. Here's a non-trivial design point:



The lower rolls are cut in certain overall diameters, with traditional



sizes being 3.5 and 2.5 inches. Newer



designs compromise at 3 inches,



meaning they will do a middle-sized panel well. The rolls are logically cut to sets of certain radii, from dead flat down to nearly spherical (a 2-inch radius on a 3.5-inch diameter roll), allowing for crowns of many different radii to be worked. Here is the kicker. Flats of differ-



ent widths are then cut across the
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'The Best All-Metal Airplane A Person Can Build' Mustang H Two Place



great cross eoi machine. At 200 mph, 1 ,OOO miles a day is / a piece of cake... My Mustang II operates on 160 hp and has to be themost economical airplane for its and versatility."



35 Years Proven



Reliability 800+ Built



Midget Mustang
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Craft & Technique: Bleedin' Easy 
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Craft & technique: Weight & balance 
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Craft & technique: Transponder Time 
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Craft & Technique: Radio Diagnosis 
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